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“Well, see, it is indeed a Seventh Stage of Tribulation, and I don’t know what status the Seventh Stage
of Tribulation that came this time is a strong man of the Y Clan.”Omi said carelessly.

“Brother Chen, what are we going to do now?”

Omi’s gaze chilled and said, “No matter who that Seventh Stage of Tribulation was just now, I’m going
to make him have his way.”

“However, my One Flame of Void Fire has not yet been completely trained, and your Twelve Sword
Formation has only reached the fourth set, are you sure you can kill the Seventh Stage of
Tribulation?”Littlefire was a little out of breath.

“Not sure.”Omi said without hesitation.

“If we were confident, we wouldn’t need to be here first, we could have waited for that person to
come to us at Tang Ji Gate.Little Fire, don’t be distracted, hold on to your One Flame of Void Fire,
when you’re done, we’ll go back to Tang Ji Gate, with the power of the two of us together to kill, I
think it shouldn’t be impossible to exterminate that Seventh Stage of Tribulation.”Omi said.

“Good.”Saying that, Little Fire continued to practice a Flame of Void Fire.

Omi was also practicing the fifth set of the Twelve Sword Formation.

The strength of the Seventh Order of Tribulation was very powerful, far exceeding the Sixth Order of
Tribulation countless times, Omi’s current strength was almost impossible to contend with the
Seventh Order of Tribulation, but if Omi joined hands with Little Fire, along with the Twelve Sword
Formation and Little Fire’s One Flavor of Void Fire, then Omi was sure that he would be able to fight
against the powerful Seventh Order of Tribulation.

At Tang Ji Gate, Yi Weisheng saw Omi’s delay in appearing and shouted again, “Omi, if you don’t
appear, I will exterminate your entire city.”
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Yi Weisheng was angry, but helpless.

On all sides, there were constantly strong people coming to watch.

After all, the momentum of a Seventh Stage of Tribulation could be sensed by the entire Six Seas.

After sensing this momentum of the Seventh Stage of Tribulation, the other major immortal dynasties,
as well as various large and small immortal families, all rushed to the center of the momentum.

As expected, after they arrived at the Tang Ji Gate, they spotted a strong man of the seventh stage of
Tribulation from afar.



Yi Weisheng didn’t bother with the onlookers and flew straight to the ruins of Tang Ji Gate, sitting
right there in the ruins.

Waiting, Yi Weisheng didn’t go anywhere, he just waited at Tang Ji Gate, if Omi didn’t show up in three
days, it meant that Omi had already scared off and he would definitely slaughter the entire imperial
city.

The number of onlookers was increasing, and a day later, the circle around Tang Ji Gate was filled with
people.

Among them, the eldest emperors of the various imperial dynasties were naturally among them.

“Who is that?”

“Shh, keep your voice down, it’s the head of the I Clan of the Seven Seas, Yi Weisheng.”

“What? The clan head of the I Clan?”

“Yes, he’s the number one strongest person in the Yi Clan other than the ancestor, the number two
person in the Yi Clan.”

“Tsk, why did he come to kill Omi ah?”

“This who knows, we can only watch.”

Those onlookers, the melon eaters, did not know the truth.

In a blink of an eye, two days passed.

In the deep mountains hundreds of thousands of miles away from the Tang Ji Gate, Little Fire suddenly
laughed, “Brother Chen, I’ve finally trained a Flame of Void.”

“Yay, it’s ready to go out.”Omi stood up with great joy and waited for Little Fire to finish practicing.

However, Little Fire was a little cautious, “Brother Minister, the two of us working together, can we
really deal with the Seventh Stage of Tribulation?”
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p; “Trust me, you only need to assist me from the side at all times, I’m confident that even if I can’t kill
that Seventh Stage of Tribulation, I’ll be able to get back in one piece.”

“Hmph, good, then fight.”Little Fire nodded.

Omi looked in the direction of the Tang Chi Gate, where there was an extremely strong momentum, as
well as popularity, coming from there.

“Little Fire, we have to hurry up, don’t let that Seventh Stage of Tribulation wait for too long.”Omi
said with a gaze.

“Good.”

After saying that, Omi and Little Fire rose up into the sky and headed straight for Tang Ji Gate.



Soon, Omi was almost at Tang Ji Gate, only, from afar, Omi saw many many people, surrounding this
imperial city where Tang Ji Gate was located.

It seemed that the entire Six Seas knew that there was a strong man of the Seventh Stage of
Tribulation who had come to kill Omi, otherwise why would there be so many onlookers.

At this moment, in the ruins of Tang Ji Gate, it seemed that the man at the seventh stage of the
Tribulation seemed to be losing his patience in waiting.

At this moment, a voice came from the distant sky, “Impatient with the waiting.”

That man at the seventh stage of the Tribulation, his eyes shot towards the place where the voice
came from.

And from the crowd of onlookers in the distance, someone shouted, “Senior Tang has returned.”

“Senior Tang has returned.”

Countless gazes shot towards Omi, who, in full view of the crowd, and Little Fire, slowly flew towards
the center of the Tang Chi Gate, and of course, Omi was always ready, with twelve sword formations
suspended at his side.

In the crowd, the other eight Elder Kings of the Eight Great Immortal Dynasties, seeing Omi’s
appearance, all cursed Omi for waiting for death and daring to run back.

Just like that, Omi flew into the sky above the imperial city amidst countless gazes and confronted
that Seventh Stage of Tribulation standing a few hundred meters away.

If one judged from the momentum, then there was no doubt that Omi would be flattened, and
everyone doubted if Omi was going to die.

Omi looked at that Seventh Stage of Tribulation and smiled, “You came quite quickly, give your name.”

“You’re looking for death.”

“Don’t say such meaningless words to me, today, either I don’t die or I die, the situation has reached
such a point, still moving to seek death, or still thinking that I actually dare to offend you with such
thoughts, then I’m too ignorant of myself.”

Yi Weisheng gritted his teeth and asked, “Was it you, who killed Yi Biao Fang, Yi Shi Cai?”

Omi snorted, “I won’t just kill them, I’ll kill you too.”

“Why do you want to go against my Yi family clan?”

“Circumstances have forced you, your Yi Clan wants to establish a family branch on my Tang Dynasty
Gate’s territory, do you think I can agree?So, I killed the people you came to establish the branch, and
after that, I table side, I only came down in succession, so taking this step today is completely forced
by the situation.I also don’t know your strength, but if we fail to kill you today, then we’ll be prepared
to be killed by you.Seeing as you are at the seventh stage of the tribulation, allow me to call you
Senior.Senior, it’s already reached this point and you still don’t give your name?”

“Good.”Yi Weisheng’s gaze chilled and said, “My name is Yi Weisheng, the patriarch of the Yi Clan.”



“Clan head?Hehe, it seems that you are the strongest person in the Yi Clan, other than that ancestor
who holds the Black Water Pearl Pseudo Immortal Artifact.”Omi smiled.

“Hmph, you will die today.”After saying that, Yi Weisheng waved his hand and a light, carrying
thousands of powers, violently tore into Omi.

This was, Yi Weisheng’s magic weapon, the Elm Light.
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